From ADAS to Full Autonomy,
the Road Ahead is Safe with Arbe.
Arbe is redefining safety for next-generation vehicles with Phoenix,
the world’s first 2K ultra-high resolution 4D imaging radar chipset solution.
Phoenix delivers unparalleled radar performance to enable superior
decision making capabilities. Generating a detailed image allowing for
the identification and tracking of objects in range, azimuth, elevation
and velocity dimensions, to long ranges while applying post-processing
and SLAM.
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About Us
A technology-first company, Arbe is powered by
an elite team of semiconductor engineers,
radar specialists and data scientists who bring
highly specialized skills to the forefront of the
automotive industry.

Arbe's Radar Chipset Solution is trusted to handle
real-world driving scenario's from the common to
the exceptional. Small, light, and power efficient,
Arbe's Chipset Solution is modular, designed to
scale from ADAS to fully autonomous vehicles.

info@arberobotics.com
www.arberobotics.com
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